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From Conception
To Installation
Request: A request for a quote is preferred via Email where any available
specifications can be attached for review. Quotes are normally
answered in just a few hours or less.
Alternatively you may call the toll free number below.
Phone: 1-866-275-1996
Email: sales@extensiasign.com
Requests are entered into the system and a quote will be
produced & will be emailed or faxed back to you.
Quote:

“Your order”, a break down of what each sign type is
supplied including frame style, accessories & colours.
Shipping may be estimated but due to unforseen
variables cost of shipping cannot be guaranteed.

Sign Back: After approval of your quote is finalized please sign
your copy and either fax or email it back to us.
It is your responsibility to review the order carefully,
ensuring colours and sizes are accurate.
Order:

The sign back becomes an Order and is put into
Production.
Our production team will make every effort to have
your order out within 10 days (or sooner) from sign
back to shipping.

Shipping: Cost of shipping and duration is not guaranteed.
eXtensia will make every effort to minimize this cost.
Invoicing: Invoices are printed at time of shipping which will include
a shipping fee.
Large orders or specialty orders may require a 50%
deposit. Terms of payment, if arranged, are net 30 days.
All other orders are C.O.D.
We accept Master Card, Visa, cheque & E-Transer or
electronic funds
Return Policy: All custom cut orders are the sole responsibility
of the purchaser.
Custom cut orders are NON-RETURNABLE.
There is a 25% Re-Stocking Fee for all STANDARD returns.

eXtensia International Systems Inc.
41 Proton St. S.
P.O. Box 760, N0C 1B0
Dundalk, Ontario, Canada
toll free : 1-866-275-1996
phone : 1-519-923-3883
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For More Information:
sales@extensiasign.com
Check us out on the web:

www.extensiasign.com
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Infinity
Stanly
Simple Snap
Post & Panel
Pylons
Braille & Tactile
Logo & Letter Sets
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Choosing Your Sign System
Does not have to be complicated!
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INFINITY

STANLY
Extrusion with aluminum backing
Metal end caps
Graphics / Insert
Available in different sizes
up to 600mm (23.68”)

Non-glare clear cover

I-60

60mm 2.36”

STANLY
INFINITY

Available with a
bracket black or grey
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PC

Estiva

PC

ESTIVA
pc40

pc60

(Height”)
pc80

pc100

pc120

LANDSCAPE
pc150

pc200

(width”)

pc-Letter

End caps

pc11

pc300

Extrusion
pc14

pc400

PORTRAIT

pc17

pc500

Clear Cover

pc22

pc600

pc700

pc800

pc900

pc1000

pc1100

pc1200
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Landscape or Portrait

Portrait / Landscape
Portrait - Curve runs left to right.
When building your sign in portrait format, decide what extrusion
fits your needs, sign can be as tall as required.
Extrusion is silver or black anodized.
Can be custom painted
to match your design needs

Landscape - Curve runs top and bottom.
When building your sign in landscape format
it can be as long as the extrusion (145”)

Custom Colours

eXtensia wants you to use your
imagination.
Any colour you can dream up we
can customize your sign system
For more ideas check out the
galleries on our website:
www.extensiasign.com
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Mounting Holes/ Tape

Wall Signs
Wall Signs consists of 1 piece of
extrusion and 2 standard plastic
or aluminum end caps.
Signs can be attached portrait or
landscape format..
Aluminum end caps are painted
standard black or silver.
Plastic end caps are stocked in
black & grey.
Custom colours available.

landscape

Mounting Hole

Options

Mounting Holes: 2 holes drilled through extrusion at opposite ends of
sign. Holes are drilled through curved portion of sign and hidden behind
your graphics. This is a no charge option available on request but
recommended for signs larger than 12” x 12”.
Actual Hole Size: Top: 1/2” Drill Space, Bottom: 1/4” Screw Hole
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Front

Back
Mounting Tape
Double Sided Tape:
Foam Tape runs the length
of sign back.
Perfect for attaching
signs to doors, walls or
any other permanent location.

Magnetic Tape
Magnetic Tape:
Attached to back of extrusion
along outside edges and tested
to ensure strength. Perfect for
attaching signs to filing cabinets or
other metal surfaces.

Double Sided Suspended are assembled back to back
with suspension cables running between them.
Signs can be hung in
landscape for portrait
format, single or multi-tier

Washrooms

SEARS
DOLLARAMA

1

WALMART
ALDO

2

LCBO
E
I
T
CANADIAN R

Elevators

Exit
Tower A

Standard length of
cable is 36” if you
require more,
let us know.

Suspension Cable
End cap
Extrusion

Clear
protector

Graphic

Suspended Signage

Double Sided Suspended

Single Sided Suspended

Single Sided Suspended signs are made by using 1/16” steel cable
that is fed through the signage and clamped inside to leave a clean back.

Swag
Dimension: 1/4” x 25/64
Weight: per 1000’ = 0.033

Cable
Dimension: 1/16" x 36”+
Weight: per 100’ = 0.75lbs
Breaking Strength: 480lbs
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Desk Toppers
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Desk Top
Econo
Econo Desk Toppers consists of 1 aluminum
table stand and 2 plastic or aluminum
end caps of your choice.
These Desk Toppers can be built in landscape or
portrait format.
Econo Desk Toppers can be built with
magnetic tape or double sided tape for
a more permanent application
Custom colours available.

Econo Table Stand

Kangaroo
Kangaroo Desk Top Signs
consists of 1 aluminum
‘Kangaroo’ end cap and 1 standard
plastic or aluminum end cap
of your choice.
With a Kangaroo Sign the curve
runs left to right in portrait format.

Winged Style Desk Top Signs
consist of 2 aluminum ‘Wing’ shaped
end caps.
With a Wing Style Sign the curve will run
top to bottom of your sign in
landscape format.
End caps are painted standard black or silver
Custom colours available.

Triangle
Triangle Desk Top Signs
consist of 2 aluminum ‘Triangle’
shaped end caps.
A Triangle Desk Top Sign can rest along
both end caps with the curve running
top to bottom (landscape) or stand up
on 1 end cap with curve running
left to right (portrait).
End caps are painted standard black or silver.
Custom colours available.

Desk Toppers

Boomerang
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Directories / dividers
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Directories
with Divider Strips
A Directory built with
divider strips (or any
combination of signs
grouped together with
divider strips) is
designed to create a
wayfinding system.

Main Floor
Header

Second Floor

Third Floor
Divider strips are
1/16” thick & can be
custom coloured to fit
your design requirements
as can all components
of our sign systems.

Octolux inserts are a sharp way to
create a sleek durable directory.
Octolux is a thin aluminum sheet that
is anodized for durability and perfect
for applying your vinyl lettering to.
Octolux is available in a brushed
aluminum or clear anodized finish.

Individual
Clear Covers

A divider strip is a 0.02”
piece of ADA that
is glued down at various
intervals between the
clear covers to allow
easy division between
information.

Directories can also be built by grouping signs
together. This format requires no divider strips
and each insert can still be conveniently
changed out for a new insert.

For an eye catching
change, consider
creating directories
in portrait format.

Directories / dividers

Directories
built by Grouping Signs
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Workplace Hangers
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Adjustable Hanger
Adjustable Hangers can
be attached to a variety of
sizes or styles of signs.

Adjustable Width Design
The larger side of the extrusion is 2.5”
with the smaller side at 1.5” in height.
Signs can be attached to either side depending
on the application.
eXtensia recommends tapping
the extrusion to lock it into
position once the desired width
is set.

3” typical

Frame has sliding lens to show/hide text.
Typical sliders run along the rails of the extrusion profile.
Image shown is in a landscape format.

PC-60

PC-150

Slider

PC-150
5.90” (150mm)

Conference
Room

LIBRE
In Use

Divider

Slider
5.90” (150mm)

5.90” (150mm)

5.90” (150mm)

200mm (7.87”)

Available

Conference
Room

In Use

OCCUPÉ

Slider

Slider Directory
System is built using a ‘PETG’
matte non-glare insert and a slider
lens to move along the curve.
These frames are intended to be
portrait format. Infinity & Stanly
frames only.

Houston Dr’s
Dr. Marcel Out

Houston Dr’s
Dr. Marcel Out
Dr. Hunt

Out

Dr. Geo

Out

Dr. Post

Out

Dr. Hunt

Out

Dr. Geo

Out

Dr. Post

Out

Occupancy Sliders

Slider

Tamper-Proof Slider
System is built using a ‘Tamper-Proof’
metal end cap to allow a slider lens to
move along the curve.
These frames are intended
to be portrait format.

Tamper-Proof end cap
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Protruding Signs

Flag Sign
Flag Signs consist of 1 small top end cap that covers
both pieces of extrusion and 1 base that mounts to the
wall. Extrusion is cut to length.
Flag Signs are double sided
and landscape format.
End cap

Base plate

Econo Wall Bracket

An Econo Wall Bracket is completely extruded from
anodized aluminum and customized to your needs.
2 mounting holes are drilled out on opposite sides
at opposite ends of the Econo Bracket
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Signage is attached single
or double sided to wall brackets in
portrait or landscape format.

Length of the
Econo Bracket
can be altered based
on your needs

Standard Wall Brackets attach to the wall with 2
mounting holes directly opposing each other.

Landscape
Portrait

Signs are attached
single or double sided
to wall brackets
in portrait or
landscape format.

End caps are painted standard black or silver.
Custom colors are available.
Portrait format.

Double Sided
Single Sided

Protruding Signs

Standard Wall Bracket

Deluxe Wall Bracket
Deluxe Wall Brackets are Standard Wall Brackets
that are drilled out to fit on the Deluxe Base,
Signs are attached single or double sided
wall bracket in portrait or landscape format.

Standard Brackets are set
over a deluxe base and
capped with a plastic nut
for a sleek finished look.
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Arrow Protruding Signs
consist of 2 aluminum ‘Arrow’
shaped end caps.
4 Keyhole Mounting Holes allow fast and
easy installation.
End caps are painted standard black or silver.
Custom colors are available.
Portrait format.

Bird House
Bird House Protruding Signs consist of
2 Signs mounted to a ‘Bird House Shaped
Wall Bracket’. Brackets are then screwed or bolted to the wall.
Signs are mounted to brackets in portrait format.
End caps are painted standard black or silver.

Bow Tie
Bow Tie Protruding Signs
consist of 2 aluminum ‘Bow Tie’
shaped end caps.

x
x

x

x
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x

x

Protruding Signs

Arrow

x
x
x

x

x

x

Brackets are mounted to
wall with keyholes
or can be screwed to the wall first
installing frames in portrait format after,
End caps are painted
standard black or silver.
Custom colors are available.
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500

17

400

14

300

11

LETTER

200

150

120

100

80
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40

Extrusion
Style

22.24”

19.84”

17.24”

15.87”

14.25”

12.24”

11.51”

9.06”

8.27”

32.68”

31.5”

23.62”

23.52”/598mm

27.56”/700mm

700

23.26”

15.34”

14.16”

14”/356mm

22”/559mm

12.99”

11.81”

12.28”

11.69”/297mm

11.10”
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14
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11”/279mm

LETTER
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8.75”

7.87”

7.72”/196mm

6.3”

6.78”

200

5.90”

5.78”/147mm

150

4.41”
5.12”

4.51”

4.61”/117mm

120

3.54”

2.75”

NA

NA

3.93”
4.72”

3.88”/98mm

100

2.94”
3.72”

2.36”
3.14”

2.26”/58mm

NA

3.05”/78mm

1.57”

Estiva

60

1.45”/37mm

40

PC

80

Insert
Size

Extrusion
Style

PC INSERT & FRAME SIZES
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Snap Frames

Deluxe Snap
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Deluxe Snap
A Deluxe Snap frame is made using
4 rails, each side snaps open individually
to allow complete access to change your
graphics.

Snap Clip

Anti-Glare
Lens

Aluminum End
Caps

Technical Specifications
Dimension
Four Side Snap Frame
Width: up to 48”
Height: up to 72””
Frame Width: 2.25
Depth: 15/16” Single Sided
1 3/4” without Illumination Double Sided
2 7/8 with Illumination Double Sided

Double Sided

Double Sided

LED Illumination

No Illumination

Simple Snap
A Simple Snap frame
is made using 4 rails,
each side snaps open
individually to allow
easy access to
change your graphics.
Snap Clip

Consider these as Suspended Signs,
With Table Top Stands or in any other
traditional format.

FR

AM

AR
EW

E

Snap Frames are
held together with
a corner key that
is screwed to the
o are
frame. Points
firmly attached at
90 angles.

Technical Specifications
Dimension
Width: up to 48”
Height: up to 72”
Frame Width: 1.25”
Depth: 5/8” Single Sided
Poster

Snap Clip
Anti-Glare

Sign Backing

Magnetic Directory
A Magnetic Directory consists of 2
Deluxe Snap rails and 2 End Caps
(size determined by width of Directory)
A steel board serves as the backing
for this frame and magnetized
aluminum strips become the
inserts. Each panel can be
removed and are completely
interchangeable.

Mount Lucas Hospital Main Directory

Clear Cover to
protect the
inserts

End Cap

SECOND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

Magnetic Tape along
entire insert

ADMISSIONS
CAFETERIA
CASHIER
CENTRAL SUPPLY
GIFT SHOP
HOUSEKEEPING
MEDICAL RECORDS

PATIENT ROOMS 251 - 276
ULTRASOUND
INTENSIVE
CHAPLAINCARE
RADIOLOGY
CENTRAL
CHAPLAIN
CTSCAN SUPPLY
CORONARY CARE
INTENSIVE CARE
NURSING SUPERVISOR

FIRST FLOOR

Single Sided
Magnetic Directory
With 1/8” Aluminum Panels
When using aluminum inserts
text can be applied using
adhesive clear covers or vinyl

Aluminum
Snap Frame

GROUND FLOOR

EMERGENCY
CARDIAC
PULMONARY
SURGICAL UNIT
UROLOGY

Snap Frames

Simple Snap

THIRD FLOOR
DIETARY
MAINTENANCE
PURCHASING
VENDING MACHINES

Steel Backer
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Double Sided or Triangle

PYLONS
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Pylon
Double Sided Pylons can be built back to
back for a slim profile or separated by an
aluminum ’U’ channel to make it a wide design.
These are supported by a 1/4” steel base
that can be floor mounted or free standing.
We can even add wheels for easier
maneuverability.
These signs are portrait format
and can be faced with a single
lens or in a directory style.
Triangle Pylons are built using
3 matching sets of extrusion
to create an equilateral triangle.
Triangle
Pylon

Wide
design
extrusion

End Cap

Clear
cover

Wide design has a channel
running along the edges
of the sign.

Slim design signs fit
snug together

Wide End Cap
vs.
Slim End Cap

Pylon
Wayfinding
Done Right!!

É

4

Double Sided or Triangle

PYLONS
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Ideas that Wor k

Post and Panel
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Post and Panel

Post and Panel is offered in:
Half Round or Square,
with a Flat Insert or Box.
Square Extrusion
Box Frame
½”

3”
2 3/8”

1/8”

3”

Flat Panel Frame

Option B

Option A

Round Extrusion
Box Frame
½”

4”
2 3/8”

1/8”

3”

Flat Panel Frame

Option C

Option D

Post and Panel
Post and Panel is the perfect choice
for exterior signage. Durable and
strong the applications are limitless.
These signs can be built single or
double sided; as a box frame or
in the centre of the extrusion.
eXtensia recommends
signage is buried at least 3’
below ground. Signs can be
submerged in concrete or
welded to a base that will be
bolted down.

Post and Panel Flat Frame
Bar Beam
Runs along top and bottom of panel,
Insert size is 1/8”.

Square Extrusion is
3” x 2 3/8”

Panel
Graphics are applied to 1/8” panel,
Single or double sided.
Carrier Strip
Glued into bar beam then
Slides into post extrusion,

Post and Panel Box Frame
Carrier Strip
Runs along length of extrusion,
‘U Channel” is bolted to this.
U Channel
2 1/2” channel encompassing entire frame.
Aluminum Panel
Graphics are applied to 1/8” aluminum panel,
Single sided graphics applied to both sides of “U Channel”.

Post and Panel

Post and Panel

Round Extrusion is
3” x 2 3/8”
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Tactile & Braille

Tactile & Braille

Tactile & Braille
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Enhance your signs to local government codes by
implementing tactile graphics & Raster Braille to
our extruded sign systems or let us custom
fabricate a sign to suit your needs. Call or email us
your project ideas for a quick quote.
Grade one or Grade II braille translation is
available on site. Tactile options are bright white or
black with custom colours available upon request.
Raster Braille available in black, brass, clear,
stainless steel or white.

Logo & Letter Sets
Custom cut logos, letter & dimensional signs are a hallmark
of any reception area or building identification.
Send us your unique ideas & let us help you find a solution that
meets your budget & design requirements.
We utilize state of the art C.N.C. router & laser cutters to
process aluminum & acrylic from 1/8” up to 1” thick.
Finishes can be custom paint to your exact colour needs in
either the Pantone or Mathew colour systems. Alternatively we
can mount Octolux laminate metals to acrylic with edges
painted to match for that unique metal look without the cost of
actual solid metal.

Acrylic letters
with brushed
aluminum Octolux
face & silver painted
edges

Painted acrylic
letters on color
matched wood backer

Acrylic letter
flush mounted to
painted backer
Solid
aluminum
stack laminated
painted crest

Logo & Letter Sets

Logo’s & Letter Sets
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Insert

Clear
Cover

End Caps

Fasteners

Frame

Considerations
When choosing which sign system best fits your
needs, eXtensia recommends considering a few
things first:

Care and Maintenance

eXtensia signs wash up easily with a mild
detergent and water.

Scuffs and grease can be rubbed
off anodized frames with an eraser.

Heat: Will signage be located near a source of
high heat or under a direct sunlit skylight?
Cold: Will signage be located near a source of
extreme cold or extreme temperature changes?
Weather: Rain, Wind, Snow, any form of precipitation.

When cleaning frames ensure water does not
seep under to your graphics.

High Traffic, Dust and Dirt

Extrusion

End Cap

All of these elements can be overcome by
choosing the correct system, plastic
or accessories.
We encourage you to discuss these elements
with us so we can provide you with the best
system for your needs.
TOLL FREE 1.866.275.1996

EMAIL sales@extensiasign.com

Graphic

To change graphics,
simply remove clear
cover with a suction cup.

Clear Cover

Extensia International Systems Inc.
ADDRESS

41 Proton Street S., P.O. Box 760, Dundalk, ON., N0C 1B0

www.extensiasign.com

